The Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness invites submissions of individual papers (abstracts may also be submitted), proposed discussion panels, slide or video presentations, & experiential sessions for its 1993 Annual Spring Meeting on topics within the field of consciousness studies, including:

1993 Spring Meeting
April 7 - 11
La Casa de Maria
800 El Bosque Road
Santa Barbara, California

- indigenous healing practices
- ethnobotany & pharmacology
- reincarnation beliefs
- "paranormal" phenomena
- multiple personality disorder
- trance & dissociative states
- pros & cons of "going native"
- philosophy, neuro-psychology

Guidelines for Abstracts
★ the subject of the paper or other presentation
★ the purpose of exploring the content
★ the presentation's conceptual framework
★ sources of information
  (e.g., field work, case reports, scientific literature, previous studies)
★ conclusions & implications or applications
  of the presented information or ideas
★ please limit abstract to one side of one page
★ please submit four copies of the abstract

Please submit abstracts by January 7, 1993
to:
Volney Steffler
1993 Program Chair, SAC
P.O.Box 55
Davis, CA 95617

Deadline for Abstracts: January 7, 1993

Accepted papers are expected to be presented in person. Please consider your paper submission to be a commitment to attend. All papers will be submitted to a peer review.